[Effect of heavy water on the growth, glucose assimilation and stability of Escherichia coli to freezing-thawing].
Growth and resistance to freezing--thawing of Escherichia coli B-1640 were investigated during cultivation in synthetic media prepared with H2O and D2O. It is found that during cultivation in D2O the maximum specific growth rate decreases and the duration of the exponential growth phase increases. During the growth in D2O the glucose consumption rate drops in the exponential growth phase, the lactate content in the culture liquid is lower by two orders than that in H2O; the resistance to freezing--thawing is lower than that in H2O. After leaving the exponential phase the culture in D2O restores specific growth rate, glucose consumption rate and resistance to freezing--thawing up to the values obtained during the growth in H2O. The translation ability of ribosomes isolated from cells grown in D2O and H2O is the same. We conclude that the culture adapts to D2O during the exponential growth phase. It is suggested that during the adaptation the second carbon source is used which compensates the consequences of the disturbances of glucose metabolism and transport caused by deuteration of the cell content in the adaptation to D2O.